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Abstract—There are several text mining applications where,
the side-information contained within the text document may
be considered as part of the clustering process. This side-
information can be related to document provenance, which
provides the author information, hyper links within the document
to navigate between web-pages, user-access behavior pattern
gathered from web logs, or images within the document. The
proposed algorithm, which performs clustering of data along with
the side information, combines classical partitioning algorithms
with probabilistic models to increase the effectiveness of the
clustering approach. The algorithm will be further extended to
the classification problem to design a training model using the
side-information. The proposed work will then generate a target
ontology, from saved user preferences and will then use the same
in order to improve the effectiveness of text mining approaches.
This will enhance the structuring of knowledge gained from
text documents by incorporating the ontology as well as side-
information. The advantage of incorporating side information
over pure text-based clustering is that the side information can
be vastly edifying, and it also contributes to creating more lucid
clusters.

Index Terms—Clustering, Data Mining, Ontology, Side-
Information

I. INTRODUCTION

Data Mining is the process of scrutinizing data from
different perspectives and summarizing it to gain valuable
knowledge. It comprises of clustering and classification on
text based data, numeric data and web based data. In many
application domains, a remarkable amount of side information
is usually available along with the documents which is not
considered during pure text based clustering[8]. Clustering text
collections has been scrutinized under Data mining in [13].
Some efficient streaming techniques use clustering algorithms,
that are adaptive to data streams, by introducing a forgetting
factor that applies exponential decay to historical data [9].
Normally, text documents typically contain a large amount
of meta information which may be helpful to enhance the
clustering process. While such side-information can improve
the quality of the clustering process, it is essential to make
sure that the side-information is not noisy in nature. In some
cases, it can hamper the eminence of the mining process.
Therefore, one needs an approach which, carefully perceives
the consistency of the clustering distinctiveness of the side
information, along with the text content. The core approach is

to determine a clustering process where text attributes along
with the additional side-information provide comparable hints
regarding the temperament of the basic clusters, as well as,
they ignore conflicting aspects. The goal is to show that the
reward of using side-information broadens the data mining
process beyond a pure clustering task.

Recently, Ontologies have become an integral part of
fabricating knowledge, so as to create knowledge-intensive
systems. An ontology is formally defined as an explicit formal
hypothesis of some domain of interest which helps in the inter-
pretation of concepts and their associations for that particular
domain [2]. To build any ontology, one needs a data mining
expert who understands all the domain concepts, hierarchies
and the relationships between them for a specialized domain.
The current work focuses on techniques, which incorporate
a user-preference ontology during the data mining process. It
proposes a methodology for construction of an user-preference
ontology, on the basis of the data stored in the mining log,
generated after the classification of data. The effects of the
generated ontology are studied for improving the data mining
process.

II. RELATED WORK

The major work in the field of data mining looks upon
scalable clustering of spatial data, data with boolean attributes,
identifying clusters with non spherical shapes and clustering
for large databases[7]. Several general clustering algorithms
are discussed in [3]. An efficient clustering algorithm for large
databases, known as CURE, has been covered in [14]. The
scatter-gather technique, which uses clustering as its primitive
operation by including liner time clustering is explained in
[16]. Two techniques which develop the cost of distance
calculations, and speed up clustering automatically affecting
the quality of the resulting clusters are studied in [10]. An
Expectation Maximization (EM) method, which has been
around ages for, text clustering has been studied in [12]. It
selects relevant words from the document, which can be a part
of the clustering process in future. An iterative EM method
helps in refining the clusters thus generated. In topic-modeling,
and text-categorization, a method has been proposed in [11]
which makes use, of a mathematical model for defining each
category. Keyword extraction methods for text clustering are
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discussed in [10]. The data stream clustering problem for text
and categorical data domains is discussed in [8]. Speeding
up the clustering process can be achieved by, speeding up
the distance calculations for document clustering routines
as discussed in [15]. They also improve the quality of the
resulting clusters.

However, none of the above mentioned works with the
combination of text-data with other auxiliary attributes. The
previous work dealing with network-based linkage information
is depicted in [6], [7], but it is not applicable to the general side
information attributes. The current approach uses additional
attributes from side information in conjunction with text
clustering. This is especially useful, when the Side-information
can regulate the creation of more consistent clusters. There are
three forms of extending the process of knowledge discovery,
with respect to their related ontologies, which are categorized
as follows [4],

• Using on hand ontologies for knowledge discovery during
data mining.

• Construction of ontologies through knowledge discovery
from mined results.

• Constructing and extending ontologies through knowl-
edge discovery via existing ontologies.

The combination of the first two plays a major role in the
methodology of the current paper.

III. METHODOLOGY

The side information in a document provides additional
relevance to clustering, which can improve the quality and ef-
fectiveness of clustering. In some cases, this information may
be noisy, and may end up degrading the clustering process.
Therefore, one needs an approach which amplifies the lucidity
amid the text content and the associated side-information. In
cases where, both of them do not harmonize each other for
the clustering process, the noisy side-information needs to be
marginalized.

A similar approach is proposed in [5], which uses domain
based, schema based, constraint based and user preference
based ontologies for enhancing the text clustering process.
The mining process as depicted in Figure 1 uses a mining
model based on the one shown in [5]. The target data will be
prepared as per the user preferences specified in the mining
model. The user keeps tuning the mining model repetitively
until the results are as accurate as possible. These settings
of a satisfactory mining process are preserved in the mining
log. It helps in further investigation to assemble together
closely allied model patterns. The analyzed results will be
utilized in the construction of user preference ontology. Within
the data warehouse mining system, setting a user’s mining
model is a highly interactive process between the user and the
system. New users might not know exactly what they want
or how to initiate mining models. In such cases, the system
provides the users with intelligent assistance in setting the
mining models closer to their preferences. The knowledge of
experienced mining users is utilized, during the mining model
settings, which provides recommendations for selecting the

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed system

grouping attributes and the interested mining-items or judging
minimal support and minimal confidence. In retrospect, the
history of mining models settings, agreeable to the expert users
is logged periodically, which will be distilled into an user-
preference ontology. The association rule mining technique
is to be applied over the mining log, which finds surrogate
patterns, representing frequently used queries in the mining
history. In a nut shell, the settings of the mining model are
assisted by intelligent ontologies which eradicate the possibili-
ties of illegitimate settings. The execution of redundant mining
processes is avoided by proper recommendations. The users
are guided in setting the mining models, nearer to their mining
goals. It simultaneously compares a mining model with a user-
preference ontology for detecting duplication or similarities.
In due course, the outcome will be a major cutback on the
system’s resources.

The algorithms used for performing data mining tasks such
as clustering and classification, by including side-information,
are COATES (Content and Auxiliary attribute based Text clus-
tering algorithm) and COLT (Content and Auxiliary attribute
based Text classification algorithm ) respectively[1].

The COATES algorithm is initialized using, k number
of clusters. Stop-words should be removed beforehand, and
stemming should be performed in order to improve the biased
power of the attributes. The Term frequency should also be
calculated in this stage to prune out the irrelevant words from
the documents. The two major phases of the above algorithm
are explained below:

• Initialization: This is a text only phase, and does not
include any side information. The centroids and the
partitioning based on them, created by the clusters formed
in this phase, provide the trigger for the next phase of
clustering.

• Main Phase: This phase starts off with the initial clusters
of the previous phase, and performs two minor iterations
which include, the text content as well auxiliary attribute
information, so as to improve the clustering quality.

The COLT algorithm relies on a supervised clustering
approach, to segregate the data into k distinct clusters. This
segregation of data, handles the extended classification pro-
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cess. The training algorithm for COLT follows the following
steps :

• Feature Selection: Feature selection is necessary to re-
move both, text and the auxiliary attributes, which are
not associated with the class label.

• Initialization: This step employs a modified k-means
approach to initialize clusters, using purely text content,
so that each cluster has the records of a particular class
only.

• Cluster-Training Model Construction: This phase com-
bines both text and side-information, for creating a
cluster-based model. The set of supervised clusters are
used for the classification process. A decision tree can be
generated using the training model based on class labels
associated with each cluster.

A. Pruning out the noisy side-information

The noisy attributes of the side-information, need to be
eliminated, to enhance the robustness of the approach. This is
achieved by computing the gini-index value for an attribute r.
This is done at the beginning of each auxiliary iteration, based
on the clusters from the previous content-based iteration. The
gini-index of an attribute r, for a given set of k clusters, is
calculated using (1),

Gr =

k∑
j=1

P 2
rj (1)

Where, Prj is the relative presence of attribute r in cluster j
denoted by (2),

Prj =
frj∑m

k=1 frm
(2)

Here, frj is the fraction of the records in cluster Cj for
which attribute r takes a value of 1. This value of Gr varies
from 1 / k to 1. Consider only those attributes whose gini-index
is above a threshold denoted by γ. The value of gini-index will
vary from iteration to iteration based on the auxiliary attributes
of that iteration.

B. Probabilistic modeling of data

Before the assignment process begins, one can assume
k clusters associated with the data, denoted by C1 to Ck.
For creating a probabilistic model, assume each auxiliary
iteration has a prior probability and a posterior probability
for assignment of documents to clusters. The prior probability
that document Ti belongs to cluster Cj is calculated by the
fraction of documents assigned to cluster Cj and denoted as
follows using (3),

P (TiεCj) (3)

Similarly, the posterior probability can be calculated for any
auxiliary attribute Xi as follows using (4),

P (TiεCj | Xi) (4)

This conditional probability is defined as, the conditional
probability of membership for a document Ti with respect to
cluster Cj , based on the set of attributes Xi which take the
value of 1[1]. These posterior probabilities are used to readjust
the centroids of the clusters. This approach iteratively tries to
harmonize the assignment of the content based and auxiliary
attribute based documents to similar clusters. Specifically, each
document Ti will be assigned to the corresponding centroid
Cj , with a probability proportional to P (TiεCj | Xi). In the
next iteration, the documents are assigned to the modified
cluster centroids, on the basis of the cosine similarity of the
documents to their cluster centriods.

C. Ontology Definition and objective

The objective of an ontology based decision tree is to give
a meaningful, descriptive and a readable view of concepts
generated from associative rules, which will be stored in
the mining log after the classification process. This ontology
will be utilized by the users to retrieve the target data more
efficiently. It will speed up the tuning process of the mining
engine. A core ontology is a structure consisting of two
disjoint sets C and R whose elements are called concept
identifiers and relation identifiers, respectively, a partial order
called taxonomy ≤ c, on C, a function σ : R → C+

called signature, a partial order ≤ R on R, called relation
hierarchy, where r1 ≤ Rr2 implies | σ(r1) |=| σ(r2) | and
Πi(σ(r1)) ≤ CΠi(σ(r2)), for each 1 ≤ i ≤| σ(r1) | and C+

is the set of tuples over C with at least one element and Πi

is the i-th component of a given tuple. This definition can be
expressed using (5),

O = (C,≤ c,R, σ,≤ R) (5)

D. Ontology Building Algorithm

A set of decision nodes is chosen initially. For each node,
there is a class created for every decision tree branch. Then a
set of nodes is selected as tree branches by using a function
Get-Branches. Then the hierarchy or the leaf nodes are gener-
ated by using the function GetLeaveBranch. These ontologies
are created using OWL which stands for web based ontological
language. The mapping between decision trees and ontologies
can be expressed using Figure 2[17].

Fig. 2. Mapping between decision trees and ontology

An algorithm for generating ontologies from the decision
tree is proposed in this work. It makes use of a given decision
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tree as input to any web based ontological language to generate
an user-preference ontology. The input consists of decision
nodes, tree branches along with the target attribute set. The
functions to get to all branches which include specific node
and branches are also included as input. The final output
will be, the generated user preference ontology, with filtering
conditions based on the association rules which are extracted
from the mining log. Each rule will have a corresponding
support and confidence associated with it, to help a naive user
in the future for mining of the target data. The algorithm 1
for ontology building explained here takes a decision tree as
input and generates a corresponding ontology.

IV. DATA MINING USING ONTOLOGIES

The inception of ontologies and the data mining process
portray a cyclic behavior pattern[4]. There can be a broad set
of interactions between the nave user, the mining engine and
the user preference ontology. The knowledge engineer may
start with primitive methods which require very little or even
no background knowledge, to return only simple values, like
term frequencies. While the knowledge mining model matures
during the course of time, the user may turn towards more
advanced and more knowledge-intensive algorithms, such as
the ones described in the current work. The data mining
expert uses the document preprocessing component to initiate
the knowledge discovery process by choosing among a set
of text pre-processing methods available in the system. The
output will be the target data sent to the mining engine.
The mining engine will employ term extraction mechanisms
to extract relevant terms from the corpus. The Ontology
modeling environment supports the data mining expert in
adding newly discovered conceptual structures to the ontology
with the help of the user-preferences stored in the mining log.
In addition to core capabilities for structuring the ontology,
the environment also provides some additional features for
the purpose of documentation, maintenance, and ontology
exchange. The system will then internally store the ontologies
using an XML serialization of the ontology model. The Figure
3 highlights the principle idea of a cyclic framework which
is based on ontology learning environment[2]. The objective
of this research work is to utilize ontology as background
knowledge, to document clustering process, and observe the
effects on the clustering performance of several datasets. It
seizes the output generated from mined data to generate an
ontology, based on user-preferences. This work aims at prov-
ing that, ontology based clustering algorithm is better than the
traditional clustering schemes. The ontology thus generated,
will help the user in performing mining in a more efficient
way. The system intends to help a nave user with extracting
relevant information by building user-preference ontology. The
creation of knowledge is encouraged by implicit settings of
the data models, and the enrichment of data is fashioned by
conceptualization of explicit user preference ontologies.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to create Ontology from decision trees
INPUT: A decision tree
A set of decision nodes
A set of distinct tree branches
Target attributes set
Get-Branches is a function to get to all branches which include
specific node.
GetLeaveBranch is a function to get to the branch of the leaf
node.
A function to get the class that represents every decision tree
branch.
A function to create an individual object for every leaf node.
OUTPUT: Ontology for a given decision tree.
METHOD:

Begin
for all Node N of decision nodes do

Create a class using Class-labels
Add Attributes
Add Property to classes.

end for
for all Branch B using Get-Branches do

Add Domain related to base class
end for
Steps to generate a class representing the target at-
tributes:
Create Target Class

Add Attributes
Add Property to classes

Generate Data-type property for target classes
Add domain to target attribute
Steps to generate classes representing decision tree
branches:
for all branch B of tree-branches do

Assign Class-labels
Assign class-Id

end for
for all node N do

Assign node name
end for
Steps to represent the leaf nodes as individuals:
for all node of the decision tree do

Find leaves of every branch using GetLeaveBranch
Create individual nodes for each leaf

end for
End

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

One can determine the total running time by considering, the
number of generated clusters to be k, the number of relevant
words in the text corpus to be dt, the number of auxiliary
attributes to be d, and the total number of documents to be N.
By using the cosine based similarity distance, the total running
time for both clustering and classification can be specified by
O(N ∗ k(d+ dt)).
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Fig. 3. The cyclic process of ontology based data mining

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The main aim is to show how the proposed approach
provides superior clustering techniques by incorporating side-
information along with text documents. The experimental
evaluation of the proposed method can be carried out by
computing the cluster purity of each generated cluster. Then,
the average cluster purity will judge the quality of clustering
process. The formula for calculating cluster purity(CP) can be
denoted using (6),

CP =

∑k
i=1 Ci∑k
i=1 ni

(6)

where, k denotes the generated clusters, ni denotes data
points in the clusters and Ci denotes the number of data points
with a majority input cluster label Li. The cluster purity will
lie in the range of 0 to 1, clearly indicating perfect clustering
if it is 1 and poor clustering if it is 0.

VII. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the results of the pre-processing stage of
the proposed work are discussed briefly. The data set used for
testing the approach, consists of a text document, containing
an extract of working of a sugar factory, based in the United
States. As discussed before, the pre-processing stage consists
of Stemming, Tokenization, Stop-word removal and calculat-
ing the term frequency. The term frequency helps in pruning
out the noisy attributes from the document. A threshold value
given to the term frequency, helps in selection of relevant
terms or attributes. The terms that are equal to or below
the threshold, will automatically be discarded, and will not
participate in the clustering Process. This results in reduction
of time requirements of the actual clustering algorithm, as it
does not have to work with all the attributes of the original
document. Thus, only the relevant terms, considered during
the clustering process, will contribute to proper knowledge
discovery.

As an example, let the partial data set DS, consist of
the following words: DS=Affect, Africa, Agenda, Agreement.
Let the threshold value of term frequency be considered as

+1. After analysing the term frequency of these terms the
following result was generated, as shown in Table I. This
table indicates that, the terms Affect, African, Agreement can
be sent to the next step for clustering. But the term Agenda
can be pruned out, as its term frequency is +1. A graphical
analysis of Table I, helps in visualizing how the threshold term
frequency eliminates the noisy side- attributes. This is depicted
using Figure 4. The X axis represents the attributes. The Y axis
corresponds to the term frequency of each attribute. Attributes
with term frequency +1 or less will be discarded after this
stage and will not play any role during the clustering process.

TABLE I
TERM FREQUENCY THRESHOLD +1 FOR PRUNING OUT NOISY ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Term Frequency
Affect 2

African 3
Agenda 1

Agreement 2

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of term frequency with threshold +1

VIII. CONCLUSION

The algorithms discussed in the current work propose a
novel technique to enhance text clustering in conjunction with
side-information. The benefit of using such an approach over
traditional pure text-based clustering is, the side information
is highly edifying, and contributes to creating more lucid
clusters. The new approach also extends to include, an user-
preference ontological schema, during the mining process for
improving the clustering efficiency. This will help the mining
engineer to visualize the conceptual knowledge as ontologies,
which are easier to interpret and integrate. These ontologies
can be used to prompt the surfacing of auxiliary knowledge
from the data.
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